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Project
The use of SAFETRACKSAFETRACK micro-trenching solutions has played a key role in the successful completion of a major fibre

optic broadband installation project in Galway, Ireland.

The requirement was to run cables between connecting junction boxes, placed at 1km intervals, along busy roads that

could only be closed for short periods of a few hours during the day. Micro-trenching works by cutting small (20mm

wide and 150mm deep) trenches as compared to the 300mm width and 600mm depth, which is typically required

with more traditional techniques. Micro-trenching enables much faster installation speeds with significantly reduced

costs.

Reinstating the asphalt road surface

The success of this new technique, to cut the trench and lay the cables, was reliant on finding an infilling technique that

would successfully reinstate the road surface to a safe, serviceable state quickly and efficiently. Galway City Council

had strict performance criteria for the solution, which needed to offer strength, flexibility and water resistance that

would ensure long lasting asphalt reinstatement.

A spokesman for the contractor said, “one of the key requirements for this project was a reinstatement process that

would not compromise the road structure in any way. Standard reinstatement products would not give us the strength

and flexibility required.”
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Accelerating road repairs

Galway City Council selected SAFETRACK MTISAFETRACK MTI from Stirling Lloyd (now GCP Applied Technologies). The contractor’s

spokesman said, “They have a proven track record on the Shetland Islands micro-trenching project and the HAPAS

certification we required.”

Based on unique ESSELACESSELAC technology, this cold applied product appealed to the client, since failures had occurred on

previous projects in Ireland where hot bitumen-based products had damaged the fibre optic cables.

The SAFETRACK MTISAFETRACK MTI completely fills the micro-trench without requiring compaction and seals it against water ingress.

The free flowing SAFETRACK MTISAFETRACK MTI easily penetrates a narrow trench, forming a strong bond to the cut asphalt faces.

The solution behaves like asphalt, helping to ensure a long service life. The speed and ease of application, together with

fast cure, enabled the infill to be applied quickly. The contractor was able to excavate, lay the fibre optic cable and

reinstate up to 250 linear metres a day, within very short road closures which is more than three times as fast as

traditional techniques. In addition, due to the small footprint of the installation, the works were carried out with minimal

road closure time.
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